study of instabilities in high current accelerators and storage rings. These forces are generated by intense bunches of charged particles passing cylindrically symmetric structures on or off axis. The adequate method for computing such forces is the time domain approach. The computer Code TBCI computes for relativistic as well as for nonrelativistic bunches of arbitrary shape longitudinal and transverse wake forces up to the octupole component. TBCI is not limited to cavity-like objects and thus applicable to bellows, beam pipes with varying cross sections and any other nonresonant structures. For the accelerating cavities one also needs to know the resonant modes and frequencies for the study of instabilities and mode couplers. The complementary code named URMEL computes these fields for any azimuthal dependence of the fields in ascending order. The mathematical procedure being used is very safe and does not miss modes. Both codes together represent a unique tool for accelerator design and are easy to use. Introduction
When a bunch of charged particles traverses an accelerating cavity -or any other structure of varying shape -electromagnetic fields are excited. These wake fields cause serious problems in linear accelerators and storage rings: beam break up, emittance growth, head tail turbulence, bunch lengthening, higher order mode losses and beam loading.
The adequate method for computing such wake fields is solving Maxwell's equations in time domain including the presence of free moving charges. As a result one obtains all forces as a function of time and space coordinates for a given geometry and charge distribution. For many instability considerations one uses -so far -only forces that are averaged over a certain period. These forces -with all fast cycling terms averaged out -can be integrated in a comoving bunch frame. This integration yields so called wake potentials which depend now only on the relative position in the comoving bunch frame. The explicit time dependence has disappeared.
Forces that interact within one bunch length -so called short range forces -depend basically only on the shape of the environment. These forces seem to establish fundamental limitations to the performance of various accelerators in terms of charge per bunch. Since these forces do not depend on the material properties or other quality factors there is no simple way to overcome this limitation. A typical wake potential of a Gaussian bunch is shown in figure   1 .
of modes is an infinitely repeating chain of identical cavities. For the SLAC linac an infinitely repeating chain is a very good model and the computation of averaged forces for pilk-iog like structures can be found in the literature ' ' as well 3s perturbation theory approach for bellow-like objects .
We are still left with the problem of forces that are carried by -those few -modes in cavities. Although a computation in time domain alvways yields the full answer a wake long behind the exciting hunch is dominated by resonant modes with a hibh aoiality factor and thus better described by the shunt impedance, quality factor and resnnant freniuencies.
These long range forces may cause mutlti-turn and/or multi-bunch instabilities in storage rings and honacs.
Especially for superconducting cavities the fnrces are important since modes may not be damped within one turn even in very large rings. A typical long range wake potential is shown in figure 1 . The resonant characteristic can be seen but only far hehind the driving bunch whereas the short ranqe wake shows no resonant structure. Although long range forces can always be avoided by means of damning antennas the mode patterns are of interest in order to place the antennas properly. (1) J(r,p,z,t) = 27 aI cos mp 6 (r-a)X (z-Bct) Each term of the sum represents a charged ring varying as cos(mq) in azimuthal direction and carrying a line charge density X(s=z-Bct). TBCI computes the fields of each ring seperately. After the calculations are done the contributions can be summed but it is known3 that only a few azimuthal m-terms are necessary for beams that pass structures near the axis. For storage ring applications monopole (m=O) and dipole wakes seem to suffice whereas the quadrupole (m=2) term is important too in linacslO. In frequency domain resonant modes are computed for each given m starting from the lowest frequency up to the cutoff frequency of the beam pipes.
TBCI-time domain
The TBCI program is an extension of BCIll,9,l2,l3 to deflecting fields (m > 0). Details of the theory are published elsewhere6. This program has been used with meshes of over 200.000 nodes. TBCI can deal with arbitrarily shaped cavities and charge distributions. The speed of the particles may have any value between zero and the speed of light 0<0<1. In Fig. 2 the fields generated by a Gaussian bunch are shown that passes three PETRA cavity cells. The lines shown represent the direction of the electric field (r.Hcp const.).
Integrating the longitudinal and transverse forces in a comoving bunch frame over the passage time yields the wake potentials. Fig. 3 shows for m=O, 1 and 2 the normalized wake potentials. The monopole terms is only decelerating whereas all higher contributions (m>O) have decelerating and deflecting forces. We shall briefly summarize some applications of such TBCI calculations. It is found that only 2/3 of the total energy lost by a beam of rms length 0,5 cm remains in the cavity.
This part may be either computed via modes or with TBCI by integrating over the stored energy when the bunch has left the cavity for a while. A much more important application of TBCI is found in particle tracking codesl7,18,l9. The wake potentials generated by very short bunches can be used as Green's function for the particle-particle electromagnetic interactionl8,20. 
